The fine structure constant α has a particular status in physics. Its precise determination is required to test the quantum electrodynamics (QED) theory. The constant α is also a keystone for the determination of other fundamental physical constants, especially the ones involved in the framework of the future International System of units. This paper presents Paris experiment, where the fine structure constant is determined by measuring the recoil velocity of a rubidium atom when it absorbs a photon. The impact of the recent improvement of QED calculations of the electron moment anomaly and the recent measurement of the cesium atom recoil at Berkeley will be discussed. The opportunity to provide a precise value of the ratio h/m u between the Planck constant and the atomic mass constant will be investigated.
Introduction
Since its discovery at the beginning of the 20 t h century up to nowadays, the fine structure constant α remains one of the most fascinating fundamental constants, as it is dimensionless. Currently it plays a central role in the Physics of the 21 st century by testing the most accurate theories such as quantum electrodynamics (QED) [1] [2] [3] , testing the stability of fundamental constants (α/α) (for example see review by J.P. Uzan [4] ) but also in a practical way in the proposed redefinition of the international system of units (SI) [5] . The name of the fine structure constant derives from the Sommerfeld model [6] . It was intended to explain the fine structure of the hydrogen spectral lines, unaccounted for in the Bohr model. The Sommerfeld model combines the theory of relativity with the Bohr model. The constant α appears in the velocity of the electron (v e ) on its first orbit around the proton (v e = α×c, where c is the velocity of light). The expression for α is:
where e is the charge of the electron, 0 the vacuum permittivity and ħ = h/2π in which h is the Planck constant. The Sommerfeld model failed because it didn't take into account the spin of the electron. Nevertheless the constant introduced in this model is still relevant in the Dirac model which combines relativity and quantum mechanics [7] . This model predicts the existence of the positron and the spin of the electron! In 1947 a new effect from which the value of α can be deduced was discovered: the vacuum quantum fluctuations which contribute to the splitting of 2S 1/2 and 2P 1/2 energy levels in hydrogen (now usually called the Lamb shift) [8, 9] and also contribute to the anomaly of the gyromagnetic factor of leptons [10, 11] .
Indeed the modern understanding of α is that it sets the scale of the electromagnetic interaction. Consequently many experiments in which a charged particle interacts with an electromagnetic field can be used to determine α. In 1998, the experiments considered by the CODATA task group on fundamental constants to give the best estimate of the fine structure constant value ranged from solid state physics and atomic physics to quantum electrodynamics [12] .
As shown in figure 1 , the current most precise determination of the fine structure constant comes mainly from two methods.
The first method combines the measurement of the electron magnetic moment anomaly a e and QED pertur- Figure 1 (online color at: www.ann-phys.org) The most precise determinations of the fine structure constant. The value labelled α(h/m Cs ) is calculated using the value of the Compton frequency of cesium atoms measured by Muller's group [13] .
The values labelled (α(a e ) − UW − 87) and (α(a e ) − HarvU)
are deduced from the experimental values of the electron moment anomaly a e performed respectively by Dehmelt at the University of Washington [14] and Gabrielse at Harvard university [2] .
bation theory. The value of α is determined by comparing the experimental value of a e with :
Thus in the QED model a e is expressed as a power series of α and an additive term which takes into account the contributions due to the muon, the tau, the weak and hadronic interactions. The coefficients A i are finite and dimensionless constants calculated by using Feynman diagrams [3] . The last term includes the Lepton mass dependence, the weak and hadronic interactions. The second one, introduced by the group of S. Chu at Stanford university [15] , is based on the measurement of the ratio h/m X , between the Planck constant h and the atomic mass m X . This ratio is related to α by
The Rydberg constant R ∞ is known with an accuracy of 5 × 10 −12 [16] [17] [18] . The uncertainty on the relative mass of the electron A r (e) and the relative atomic mass A r (X) are respectively 4.4 × 10 −10 [19] and less than 10 −10 for Rb and Cs [20, 21] . Using an atom interferometer and Bloch oscillations, we have performed in 2010 a determination of the ratio h/m Rb . The value α(h/m Rb ) that has been deduced is the most precise value obtained using this method [1] . The comparison of these two determinations is one of the most precise tests of QED. It is so accurate that one can think, in a near future, of using these lab-size experiments to check theoretical predictions tested up to now only on particle accelerators (for example the existence of internal structure of the electron [22] ).
For many years, the main contribution to the determination of α CODATA has been the one derived from the anomaly of the gyromagnetic factor of the electron (α(a e )) which is strongly dependent on complex QED calculations. Nowadays the uncertainties of α(a e ) and α(Rb) are in the same order of magnitude. This makes the CODATA adjustment more reliable.
This reliability is essential for the redefinition of the SI which will rely on the values of fundamental constants [23] [24] [25] . In the proposed redefinition, the Planck constant will have a fixed value in SI units [5] . In order to link the microscopic definition to the macroscopic Kilogram, two kinds of experiments are competitive. The first one, the watt balance measures the ratio h/M between the Planck constant and a macroscopic standard mass M [26] [27] [28] . In the current SI, it gives a determination of h. In the future SI, it will give the measurement of a macroscopic mass. The second experiment is the Avogadro project, which directly determines the ratio M /m between a macroscopic mass (the mass of a silicon sphere) and a microscopic mass (the mass of the atom of silicon) [29] . In the current SI, it gives a determination of the (unified) atomic mass constant m u defined according to m u = m( 12 C)/12, or the Avogadro constant. The ratio h/m u provides therefore a direct comparison between the two experiments. Its precise determination has a major interest in metrology. Whereas the photon-recoil measurement, combined with the appropriate relative atomic mass measurement, gives a determination of the ratio h/m u , other values of α can be converted into h/m u using the formula:
We emphasize that the ratio h/m u becomes identified with Avogadro Planck constant as:
where M( 12 C) =12×10 −3 kg/mol is the carbon molar mass and N A is the Avogadro constant. The product hN A is in the current SI, equivalent to the ratio h/m u . It seems to us more relevant to consider h/m u in the framework of the redefinition of the kilogram. In the future SI of units, the Avogadro constant N A , which is used by the chemists to quantify and identify an amount of substance with atoms and molecules, will be fixed. This will break the link between atomic masses and molar masses. Consequently M ( 12 C) will no longer be equal to 12 g/mol, but will be determined from equation 6 using the ratio h/m u .
In the proposed new International Systems of Units, many others physical constants, that are set by the CO-DATA will have a fixed value. The constant α will be a keystone of the proposed SI, as many of the remaining constants will depend strongly on its knowledge (such as the vacuum permeability µ 0 , the von Klitzing constant R K , ...) [5] .
The next and largest section of this paper will be devoted to the experiment in Paris. This experiment started in 1998 and was entirely renewed in 2008. In the last part, we will discuss the role of the various determinations of α. We will focus on the test of QED calculations and on the impact on the redefinition of the Kilogram.
Determination of the ratio h/m Rb

Principle
The ratio h/m Rb is deduced from the measurement of the recoil velocity v r of an atom when it absorbs a photon (v r = ħk/m with ħ the reduced Planck constant, k the wave vector and m the mass of atoms. This measurement is performed by combining a Ramsey-Bordé atom interferometer [30] with the Bloch oscillations technique. Bloch oscillations have been first observed in atomic physics by the groups of Salomon and Raizen [31] [32] [33] . The atoms are shed with two counter-propagating laser beams whose frequency difference is swept linearly. One can then consider that the atoms are placed in a standing wave which is accelerated when the frequency difference between the two laser beams is swept. The atoms experiment an inertial force in a periodic optical potential. This system is analogous to the BO of an electron in a solid submitted to an electric field. Another point of view is to consider that the atoms undergo a succession of Raman transitions which correspond to the absorption of one photon from a beam and a stimulated emission of another photon to the other beam. The internal state is unchanged while the atomic velocity increases by 2×v r per oscillation. The Doppler shift due to this velocity variation is periodically compensated by the frequency sweep and the atoms are accelerated. For 87-rubidium atoms the Doppler shift induced by a variation of velocity of 2×v r is 30 kHz, the number of Bloch oscillations performed by the atoms is set precisely by the frequency sweep. In our previous work we demonstrated that BO is a very efficient process in terms of photon momentum transfer [34] .
The timing sequence of the experiment is depicted in figure 2 . The 87-rubidium atoms are first cooled in a magneto-optical trap and optical molasses in the F = 2 hyperfine level. A µ-wave excitation is used to select atoms in F = 2, m F = 0 : we apply a vertical magnetic field of 7 µT, a first µ-wave excitation pulse transfers atoms from F = 2, m F = 0 to F = 1, m F = 0 Zeeman sub-level. The blow-away laser beam cleans the F = 2 hyperfine level. The atoms in F = 1, m F = 0 are returned to F = 2, m F = 0 using a second µ-wave pulse. In order to increase the interaction area, we apply an atomic elevator to displace the atoms toward the lower or the upper side of the vacuum chamber. The atoms are accelerated and then decelerated by the means of two Bloch pulses delayed by 10.3 ms. Each one transfers to the atoms 600 ×v r during 4.6 ms in a given direction. The atomic elevator carries 30% of the atoms, which represents the whole proportion of the atoms which fit in the first Brillouin zone.
We then start the measurement procedure by accelerating the atoms with 500 BO in 5.6 ms (for details see [35, 36] ). The velocity of the atoms is measured by using a Ramsey-Bordé atom interferometer performed by two pairs of π/2 pulses. The delay T R between two π/2 pulses is 10 ms and the duration of each pulse is τ = 600 µs. The laser pulses induce a Doppler sensitive Raman transition between the hyperfine levels F = 2 and F = 1, thus the velocity is measured in terms of frequency. The first pair of π/2 pulses transfers the resonant velocity class from F = 2 to F = 1. We then shine a resonant laser beam (F = 2 −→ F = 3 transition) to push away atoms remaining in F = 2 before coherently accelerating atoms in F = 1 with 500 BO. The final velocity of the accelerated atoms is measured with a second pair of π/2 pulses by transferring atoms from F = 1 to F = 2. The population in each hyperfine level is measured with a time of flight technique. The fringe pattern which represents the final velocity distribution is obtained by scanning the frequency of the Raman lasers during the final π/2 pulses.
Experimental setup
A two-dimensional magneto-optical trap (2D-MOT) produces a slow atomic beam (about 10 9 atoms/s at a velocity of 20 m/s) which loads during 250 ms a three-dimensional magneto-optical trap. Then a σ + -σ − molasses generates a cloud of about 2 × 10 8 atoms in the F = 2 hyperfine level, with a 1.7 mm radius and at a temperature of 4 µK. The 2D-MOT cell is a glass cell separated from a UHV-chamber by a differential pumping tube which is also the aperture for the output slow beam. The cooling and pumping lasers are interference-filter-stabilized external-cavity diode lasers (IF-ECL) [37] , both lasers are amplified in the same tapered amplifier. The frequency of the cooling beam is actively controlled by using the beatnote signal with the pumping beam, itself locked on a suitable rubidium crossover line. The Raman lasers are also IF-ECL diode lasers. The two diode lasers are phase-locked using a synthesized frequency referenced to a cesium atomic clock. As shown in figure 3 , the synthesized frequency results from a mixing of a fixed frequency (6.84 GHz), a frequency ramp to compensate the fall of atoms in the gravity field (25 kHz/s) and the probe frequency. The probe frequency is switched between δ sel and δ meas using two independent synthesizers, where δ sel and δ meas are the frequency differences between the two Raman beams respectively during the first and the second pairs of π/2 pulses of the atom interferometer. The Raman beams are blue-detuned by 125 GHz from the 87-Rubidium D2 line. The Bloch beams originate from a 2.5 W Ti:sapphire laser. The output laser beam is split into two paths, each of which passes through an AOM to adjust the frequency offset and amplitude before being injected into a polarization maintaining fibre. The depth of the generated optical lattice is 45E r (E r is the recoil energy) for an effective power of 150 mW seen by the atoms. The optical scheme of the Bloch and the Raman beams is described in detail in [1, 35] . The frequencies of one Raman laser and the Bloch laser are stabilized onto a same ultra-stable Zerodur Fabry-Perot cavity, itself stabilized on the 5S 1/2 (F = 3) −→ 5D 3/2 (F = 5) two-photon transition of 85-rubidium [38] (short term). On the long term, these frequencies are precisely measured by using a femtosecond comb referenced to the cesium clock. As the measurement of the ratio h/m Rb is performed in terms of frequency, it is thus directly connected to the cesium standard.
The vacuum chamber is supported by an active vibration isolation platform. The residual acceleration is reduced by a factor of 100 above 10 Hz. However, vibrations remain one of the main limitations in the sensitivity of the atom interferometer. 
Results
In figure 4 we show a typical fringe pattern obtained with 100 points during 1 min. The central fringe is determined with an uncertainty of 0.14 Hz corresponding to the relative uncertainty of 10 −8 on the Doppler shift (δ sel − δ meas ) induced by 500 BO.
A value of h/m Rb is obtained by recording four spectra obtained under different conditions to cancel systematic errors and then using:
where k 1 and k 2 are the wave-vectors of the Raman laser beam, k B is the wave-vector of the Bloch laser beams and N the number of Bloch oscillations. Two spectra allow to get rid of the change in velocity due to the free fall of atoms in the gravity field. They are obtained by accelerating the atoms alternatively upward and downward. The difference between the results eliminate g T , where T is the spacing time between the two pairs of Raman π/2 pulses. Otherwise for each initial acceleration, we record two other spectra by exchanging the direction of the Raman beams ( − → k 1 and − → k 2 ) in order to cancel the parasitic level shifts due to the Zeeman effect and the light shifts. Typically a set of 4 spectra is obtained with the parameters shown on table 1. In this table, N elev (1) and N elev (2) represent the number of BO used to perform the atomic elevator (we first accelerate the atoms with N elev (1) BO then we stop them using N elev (2) BO). N up and N down are respectively the number of BO for the upward and downward acceleration. The two last lines of this table give the result of the fit of the central fringe and the corresponding uncertainty. Each column gives the parameters for one spectrum. We deduced the value of h/m Rb with a relative uncertainty of 5× 10 −9 (2.5× 10
on α). Figure 5 shows a set of 170 determinations of the ratio h/m Rb recorded for about 15 hours. The standard deviation on the mean value is 4.4×10 −10 , with a χ 2 /(n−1)=1.05.
We have evaluated the autocorrelation function using the approach described in reference [39] . The result is reported in the inset, there is no correlation between the successive measurements.
Systematic effects
The systematic effects are summarized in the table 2.
The main systematic effect comes from the Gaussian profile of the laser beams. The atoms experience an effective wave-vector determined by the gradient of the laser phase along the propagation axis z :
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher where r is the radius of the atomic cloud, w the waist of the laser and R, the curvature radius. This formula includes both contributions of the Gouy phase and the wave front curvature. The geometrical parameters of the laser beams have been carefully measured with a Shack-Hartmann wave-front analyser. The alignment of the laser beams is ensured by controlling the coupling between the two optical fibres. The maximum angle error is estimated to 40 µrad. As shown in figure 6 -A, this value has been confirmed by considering the deviation of the ratio h/m Rb versus the angle between the upward and the downward Bloch beams (see figure 6-B) . The experimental protocol allows to cancel a large part of the level shifts (Zeeman and light shift). This cancellation is performed in three ways: between the selection and the measurement Raman pulses, between the upward and downward trajectories, and when the Raman beams direction is changed. The vacuum chamber is enclosed in a double magnetic shield, we have precisely evaluated the residual magnetic field along the interaction area using Zeeman sensitive Raman transitions. The correction on α due to the second order Zeeman shift is estimated to 4×10 −10 . The light shift is mainly due to the expansion of the atomic cloud between the selection step and the measurement step and the unbalance of the laser intensity when we exchange the direction of the Raman beams. The density of the atomic cloud after the µ-wave selection and the elevator sequence is about 2×10 8 atoms/cm 3 .
The correction due to the index and the mean-field effects is estimated to 10 −10 with a conservative uncertainty of 2×10 −10 (see [36] ). Compared to the measurements made in 2008, the effect of the background vapour is now negligible (a few parts per 10 −11 ), thanks to the differential pumping in the double-cell design. Finally the deduced value of the fine structure constant is :
This value is slightly different from that published in [1] , where we have used the value of the rubidium mass de-termined by B. J. Mount et al., [21] . To obtain the result of equation 9, we have used the mean value between the mass values published in references [20] and [21] .
Discussion
The experiments which provide the values of the fine structure constant summarized in figure 1 
The upper part of figure 7 shows the comparison between the current values of a e . The accuracy of the value of α(h/m Rb ) is sufficient to test the contributions due to the muon and hadrons in the theoretical value of a e . The lower part shows the relative contributions to the electron anomaly of the different terms in Equation 3.
On the other hand, these experiments provide a way to investigate the impact of the measurements of α and the ratio h/m on the redefinition of the kilogram. Recently the group of H. Muller at the university of California, Berkeley, published a new measurement of the Compton frequency of the cesium atom h/m Cs c 2 [13] . Because c has an exact value, this is equivalent to a measurement of h/m that can be compared to ours (see table 3 ). Reference [13] highlights the impact of such measurements on the proposed redefinition of the SI of units. The interpretation of the aforementioned work needs to be clarified: in the redefinition planned by the CGPM in 2015, the definition of the second will stay the same and the kilogram will be defined by fixing the value of the Planck constant h. This definition will be based on fundamental constants and therefore the resolution of the CGPM explicitly relies on the CODATA for the new definition [23] .
The main challenge for the redefinition of the Kilogram, and the main reason why this redefinition has been delayed for several years, is the lack of a reliable link between the microscopic and macroscopic masses. This link is established with a relative uncertainty of 3 ×10 −8 [28] and with a large discrepancies between the different methods (watt balances and Avogadro project). One can notice that the recently measured value of the Avogadro constant [29] , which is the most accurate input datum for the kilogram redefinition, is midway between the watt-balance values [40, 41] . As for the CODATA, the recent measurement of Berkeley is strictly equivalent to an h/m u measurement. While it contributes to the reliability of the determination of h/m u by providing a determination below 10 −8 , unfortunately it will not contribute that much to the CODATA (and therefore to the redefinition of the SI) because its uncertainty is too large (see Figure 8 , in which is also included the value obtained from α(HarvU), assuming the exactness of QED calculations).
The ratio h/m u will have an important role after the redefinition of the SI. As mentioned in reference [42] This would yield a value for the mass of the atom in SI units, i.e. kilograms, without making reference to the prototype kilogram artefact as is now necessary. Therefore, there is a strong motivation to continue to improve the uncertainty on h/m u as much as possible, until competing methods are obviously superior.
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher This uncertainty will then be comparable to the ones of the comparison between atomic masses and therefore uncertainties of atomic masses in SI will be the same as in the atomic mass unit (AMU).
The watt balance and h/m measurement are similar in the sense that both measure a ratio between the Planck constant and a mass (or the Compton frequency of a given mass). The watt balance does indeed provide a measurement of the ratio h/M g (g is the gravity acceleration, M a macroscopic mass). The atomic analogue is closely related to the period ħk/mg of Bloch oscillations of atoms in a periodic lattice (k is the wave vector of the Bloch beam). Based on this idea, we have proposed in 2006 to measure the local gravity in the watt balance site using Bloch oscillations in a quasi-stationary optical lattice. This method gives a possibility to realize a link between h/M and h/m u [43] .
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented the details of our recent experimental setup. The fine structure constant is determined with a relative uncertainty of 6.6×10 −10 . Taking account of the recent improvement of QED calculations, we deduce a theoretical value of the electron moment anomaly. The comparison with the experimental value of a e realized by the group of Gabrielse at Havard university provides the most stringent test of QED.
In the future we plan to improve the accuracy on h/m Rb and therefore on α, by increasing the sensitivity of the atom interferometer (velocity sensor) and by reducing the systematic effect due to the Gouy phase and the wave-front curvature. A new project is currently in progress in our group. It consists on a new experimental setup based on evaporatively cooled atoms. We plan to implement on this setup an atom interferometer based on large momentum beam splitters [44] .
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